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From the Editors

Welcome to the 1999 edition of Colours, The Student
Literary Magazine of Carroll College.
Faced with the daunting task of soliciting creative
submissions from the student body, we thought the best way
was to issue a challenge of sorts—that is, to show us that the
students of Carroll College are thinking, feeling, artistic
individuals who are capable of much more than studying and
partying. We are proud to announce that our challenge of
creativity was accepted. Our contributors overwhelmed us
with the variety of ways they see, and are affected by, the
world.
We are quite impressed with the diversity of selec
tions, and find it encouraging that our contributors come from
a wide range of academic disciplines, proving that fine
writing and artistry is not bound by one’s major.
This year we encountered a few coincidences, such as
the recurrence in submissions of the words Irene,
switchbacks, and cocoons. Out of all of our choices for the
cover, two pieces were elephants, and we decided perhaps this
was a sign we ought to listen to. As a result of these parallels,
we think Colours stands as a unified production of our aes
thetic community.
Our cover reflects the bold efforts, courageous style,
and emotional intensity of this year’s contributions. It is
titled, “Spectrum of Nature,” and submitted by Crystal Water,
a senior Theology major from Helena, Montana. As a point
of clarification, the cover is not intended to have any political
or ideological implications.
We would like to thank our advisor, Dr. Jeff Morris,
for the liberal editorial power he bestowed upon us, our
contributors for their perseverance through our revision
suggestions, and Walt Whitman for inspiring us to capture and
enrich the moments of our existence. Good luck to next year’s
editors.
Carrie Schindele and Carolyn Sobczak
Co-editors
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That you are here—That life exists
and identity, That the powerful play
go on, and you may contribute a
verse.
-Walt Whitman-
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I Didn’t Even Realize It Was Winter
Daniel Mack

My father was a farmer and a writer. He said he had
failed at each; fanning when crops, weather and the government
betrayed him all in the same year; writing when he betrayed
himself over time. Whenever I asked why he told me even when
I was young that life could be like that, with a will of its own,
like seasons, governments or words on paper. He always said,
“Sometimes it hurts, sometimes it makes me feel lucky.”
He loved telling stories to his children, even scribbled a
few down, whether or not they were any good. He said some
thing always happened between the vision in his head and the
one he wrote on paper. The stories had a mind of their own and
his task was only to tell them, not judge content or characters.
But nothing came out as planned, not writing, not farming, so
one he threw away, the other he sold. Of writing he said, “Just
as well.” Of farming, he only shook his head.
Long ago he told me I was his fall child and that the way
to happiness was to understand and accept each season in its
time. He said all four of his children—two boys, two girls—
were planned, but the moment of each’s birth was left to God
and our mother. He said often he thought our destinies might be
found within the season we were bom. The earliest memory I
have of my father is how much he talked about the seasons.
From the time I was four or five, before I even learned to tie my
shoes, I heard of them while we walked through the forests of
my childhood; he with the large steps, I with the small.
He told us stories to illustrate the reasons for the sea
sons. The one about spring he told every year for many years in
the same forest clearing on a southern exposure. He always
waited until he saw the first robin of spring, and then he took me
for a long hike to his favorite clearing. There at a fork in the
trail, he leaned over and tilted an ear to the ground. Then he
nodded as though soil had spoken words I could not hear.
Turning to me, he rested his hand on my shoulder.
“Spring is like the day that each of you were bom. There are
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plants hiding in the earth’s tummy, the same way you children
hid in your mother’s. And they have a glorious birth one magical
day when light is everywhere, just like you did.” He reached up,
ruffled my hair and smiled. “Oh, those were such beautiful days;
each one of them. I’ll never forget when you were bom, or your
brother and sisters.”
“But, Dad,” I said, “Mom told me you didn’t make it to
the hospital in time when she was having me.”
“But I was there in spirit,” he said. He patted his heart.
“Sometimes, that’s just as good as being right there.”
I nodded, though I didn’t know why.
“Now, Son, the seasons come to teach you how to grow,
if only you learn to read their lessons. And I’m going to try to
teach you that.”
“You are.”
He nodded, and then reached down and patted the
ground.
“There were three little sprouts in the ground, just below
the surface,” he said. “The ground was still covered with snow
and they knew it wasn’t quite time yet, so they talked about what
they wanted to be. The first one said, ‘I’m going to be a pine
tree, a Ponderosa, so I can reach into the sky.’ The second one
said, ‘I think I’ll be a blade of grass, so I can grow over and over
every year.’ And the third one said, ‘Well, I want to be a wild
onion, so I can have pretty purple flowers and lots of flavor.’
Then the three sprouts wondered how they would know when
they were done. The tree sprout thought for a moment. ‘I will
know when I see the sky, feel the wind, and little things like you
two stand below me.’ They planned what they would need, and
that’s why the sun comes back, brings time and light and even
the rain sometimes, because that’s what little sprouts need to
grow.”
My father was an uncomplicated man, and so were his
stories. He always wrapped them up quickly, as though he
suddenly had somewhere to go, or Mom had called and I hadn’t
heard the voice I always heard. Later I decided it was because
he thought I wouldn’t think about his odd little stories if he
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explained too much. But I often wondered about him and
everything he ever told me.
So I spent childhood walking through forests into
clearings where light shone forever, in my father’s shadow, led
by his large steps and simple stories. The summer story waited
until after my father finished planting the com that would feed
our dairy cows come winter. A week or ten days might pass,
then on a given morning, he returned from some distant field and
burst into the kitchen with a smile as warm and light as the
summer sun.
“It’s up, dearie,” he said to Mom and I. “The last field is
sprouting.” Success to my father was seen sweetest in the tiny
sprouts of com. Then he reached over to me as I sat bleary-eyed
over my breakfast and he ruffled my hair yet again.
“Don’t,” I said. I tried straightening my hair still messy
from sleep anyway.
“Let’s go, Son,” he said. “You look just fine to me.”
I looked to Mom and she nodded.
We walked until we found a particular stand of sap
lings—always Ponderosa Pine; his favorite, thus mine as well—
and he always pointed out how one sapling grew so tall and wide
that it pushed against the family around it. Then he became
silent.
“Why would one do that to its own” I asked.
He shook his head. “There is no story for that. You can
see what it all means; no use telling stories about it.” He smiled
and I never really understood summer. But I never understood
my youth either; not then, not now.
Of course he always told a story by the little tree that
pushed against its siblings. “Summer is youth, it’s hot and mean
it’s crazy and lazy. It’s two doors down from hell, it goes by fast
and slow, and it doesn’t care what you think in the least.”
I enjoyed hearing those metaphors every bit as much as
he enjoyed mixing them.
“There were two deer once, two young bucks who spent
their early years together. They were brothers, always together,
playing, chasing does, learning how to listen for hunters, all the
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while growing fast and strong. Whenever anyone asked why,
they always said, ‘Because this is what Dad says we need to be
strong enough to grow and smart enough to survive the winter.’
Then one buck ran away, though no one knew why. The dad said
it was time, and he wasn’t sure he liked what this one buck had
become. The buck said it was time and he wasn’t sure he liked
what his dad had become. The reason doesn’t matter, just that he
left, said nothing to his dad, because that’s what bucks do
sometimes, and it’s what this buck thought his father needed.”
Foolishly I expected more, like how it was either shot or
went on to lead a great herd. But that is all there was to summer.
The story did remind me of how I felt about that season; I
couldn’t wait for it to start, couldn’t wait for it to end, and I
missed it when it was gone.
We visited another clearing in autumn, this one with
cottonwoods on one side, aspens on the other. The days were
growing short, a steady rustle passed with the wind and the
leaves carried their first hint of red, gold or purple, only to fall in
the end.
This time he stood behind me with both hands resting on
my small shoulders. We faced west and I felt the heat of the sun
before me and the comfort of his presence behind me.
“Fall is the wind that steals time and light. It’s shorter
days, longer nights, and everything changes quicker than your
mother.”
I never understood until years later as I watched my wife
become a mother.
“But that’s good, because change is good, and some
times men don’t know how to, they just don’t like it. Women
know what change is all about, just like fall does, but it is a
concept that never quite fits right with us.”
He stepped to my side. Fall was the only time my father
ever addressed me as an equal, no matter what age I was.
“Fall is when you look around and the days preceding
outnumber the days remaining.”
I looked at the sky and said, “I guess you’re right about
that.”
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He looked at the ground and sighed. He liked it when I
said that. There were times I said the words without meaning
them, and I guess that was okay with him too. Then he nodded
and began another story; his obligation and my birthright.
“Once there was a goose heading south and a raven,
well, just flying around. One day they landed next to each other
in a field and started talking. Raven asked, ‘Goose, what are you
doing?’ Goose said, ‘I’m doing what I do every year, heading
south for the winter. Why? What are you doing?’ Raven said,
‘What I do every year, flying all around the mountains. Why do
you head south?’ Goose said, ‘Because I like to fly and travel,
be warm and know different things. Why do you fly here all
year?’ And Raven said, ‘Because I like to fly and travel, be
warm and know different things.’ Then they both flew away.”
I’m not sure I understood that one either. Back then I
forgot both birds in the cold days ahead. Now I notice how late
it is getting when I hear the excited honks of departing geese
flying closer to the sun than I ever will.
Of course, in winter he waited for the first snowstorm,
since he always said it wasn’t really winter without one. He
stood by the large picture window in our living room as snow
began falling outside, then turned from the light and said, “This
is some big storm.” Before I knew it, Mom bundled me in heavy
winter clothes and Dad and I walked outside.
He didn’t like to talk about winter as much and he
sounded so far away every time he said, “Winter tells its own
story.” But then, as though not yet trusting my judgment of the
words I might hear, he offered his version of enlightenment
anyway.
“There were three plants in a forest. One was a pine
tree, a Ponderosa, and it yawned and said, ‘I think I’ll rest for a
while.’ A blade of grass nodded. ‘Sounds good. Will you watch
over me?’ ‘Yes,’ the tree said, ‘I will watch over you.’ They
looked to their friend the wild onion, but he was gone. ‘Where’d
he go?’ asked the blade of grass. The tree shrugged his branches,
shook his needles. ‘Maybe he was eaten by a deer. Whatever
was left he gave back to the ground.’ The tree and the grass
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decided the onion had done a great thing, and they would do the
same when their time came. They promised to always remember
the onion, and to tell its offspring all about its pretty flower and
wild flavor, and how the onion never once forgot why it came
here.”
That was all there was to winter, to hear my father tell it,
though often he remarked on the way snow buried things. If I
pressed more on the season concerning me most, he always said,
“Winter is a time of secrets. Some things men should never
speak of, some things men should never know.”
He was a simple man who knew at least some of
winter’s secrets, but never spoke of them. He was a failed
farmer but he always loved my mother. I worshipped him in
childhood and hated him in adolescence. I respected him in
middle age, see now how I will miss him most of all in the
winter of my life.
My father died of the bottle. Not his, but someone
else’s. I remember the phone call from my mother like it was a
long day I could not escape.
“He’s dead, Richard,” she said. “Your father.... He’s
dead.”
“Mom, no.”
“Yes, yes,” she said. “There was an accident. He died.
He was hit by a car. The driver was drunk.”
I could only think of silence.
“He was out walking,” she said, “your father, he was just
out walking. I said goodbye, and then he was gone.”
“No. Mom, he can’t be. Who was with him.”
“Alone, he was alone. Another driver came by and
found him. A woman. He was still alive when she got there.
He’s gone now. He didn’t make it.”
“Wh6re’d this happen? How’d he get hit?”
“He died in another woman’s arms,” she said.
“Mom, where’d it happen?”
“The driver went off the road a couple of miles after.
They caught him—the police—there was damage to the car.
They could tell. On the new highway, through the woods, where
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he used to take you kids. Where he told you those stories.”
I waited for her to cry.
“You have to come home, Richard,” she said. “Every
one has to come home.”
I heard a click on the phone, a moment of silence that
stretched three-thousand miles, then a dial tone called to me.
“I sat there still clutching the phone and remembered
what he had said during my last visit home. It was the first
snowfall of what would be his final winter. We were in the
living room at the time and I watched him as he stood before that
picture window so long, I feared he had grown senile, lost all
touch with words, thus his family. But then, looking into the soft
light of the day failing before him, he said, “I didn’t even realize
it was winter.”
“Neither did I,” was all I could say.
He turned to me, but seemed to grow more distant.
“I’m sorry if I failed you kids,” he said.
I shook my head. “Dad, you never failed us.”
He nodded—barely—and sighed. He turned back to the
light, stepped closer to the window and watched snowflakes
strike softly upon the glass. The snowflake’s shape froze before
him for a moment.
“No two are alike,” he said.
Then they melted. He reached with both hands for the
glass. I stepped closer to him, and I could see a slight fog trace
quickly around his palms as they pressed upon the glass. He
rested his forehead gently on the slick coolness he held and
closed his eyes.
I almost reached out for him, but I did not.
“You know, Son,” he said, “I always tried to teach you to
understand so that you might accept. What I should have done
was show you how to accept so that you might understand.”
I nodded, though I did not know why.
The snow fell harder against the window. The ice
crystals striking the glass sounded like a distant clock speeding
faster than it should. That time he did not mention what a big
storm it was.
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There were no more stories on the last walk we took
together, and I noticed how much he had changed in the years
that I was gone. As we walked through the woods—and yes, the
new highway was in by then—I watched him and thought he
must know all of winter’s secrets now, even the ones men were
never supposed to know. Maybe he always had.
Several times, he stopped and caught snowflakes on his
tongue. Once, he turned to me and said, “Snow always makes
me so thirsty.”
“Dad,” I said. “What did Raven and Goose mean to
you?”
He smiled, reached over and ruffled my hair. “It’s how I
came to love you again.” Then he shook his head and said, “It’s
about two different birds, and what they did in fall.” He gazed at
the ground and said, “Maybe I spent too much time telling you
kids silly stories. Do you think that’s true?”
I looked at the sky and said, “I guess you’re right about
that.” Then, I put my arm around his shoulders and looked into
his fading gray eyes. “Never.”
For the first time in his life, he rested his head upon my
shoulder. I smelled on him all the years that I was powerless to
wash away.
He passes through me now the way days pass into a
season on their way to a lifetime. No single season holds his
spirit, not even winter with its way of burying things. And on
that cold day I remember best, he stood as a silhouette against
the window, the way he stands today as a shadow in the light of
all my memories. He had let go of the window and its cool
touch on his forehead, and I watched the fog from his hands and
breath fade from the glass. He turned to me and crammed his
hands in his pockets, as though to brace his arms—and so his
shoulders and spine as well—against the weight of all that lay
around him. Those shoulders sagged like tree branches under a
great, heavy snow; his spine leaned forward like a tree-trunk no
longer certain it can support even its own weight, much less that
of the season around it. The scowl upon his face reminded me of
the scowl I have seen upon the face of a Rocky Mountain peak
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rising above a treeline as winter’s great white fury storms all
around.
I do not call his memory to mind. It visits with a will of
its own, and I hear everything he stopped to say. And I remem
ber he told me even when I was young that life could be like
that. Sometimes it hurts, sometimes it makes me feel lucky.
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Learning Death
Katie Laughlin

Mid-June.
I stand in the front yard
one hand clutches the pine trunk beside me
the other twists the hem of my shorts,
as my father and uncle carry him
out of the house—feet first.

Part of me knows he will not come home again,
the part that breathes the silence,
marks the orphaning of my mother.

I make brief visits
my chest strains—acknowledges the
closing of my chance to know him,
opportunity blocked by feeding tubes and oxygen masks.
I wait in the hallway, breathing hard as though
my fear is scrambling from my lungs
to turn and slap me to recognition.
I wake early one morning, freezing,
tangled in sheets,
I’d opened windows the night before,
begging cool night air inside
to calm the claws in my throat.

The phone rings.
I ignore it.
Good news does not come at five a.m.
while your family holds vigil near a hospital bed.
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I pretend to sleep when my older brother comes to wake me
Dress Aileen, smooth sleep strewn bumps
from Sheana’s curls.
Buckle seatbelts.
I suppose I know he has died.
But I don’t want to tell the rest of me,
lose my virginity to death in our old blue station wagon.
Not ready to forfeit innocence.
I’ve seen tears all week—but never
the synchronized mourning of all
my familiar faces—each red and
swollen in loss—punching the wind out of me
like the bully’s fist at recess.

I still gape for breath
as we file into his room,
say goodbye.
I grow panicky with my turn,
tongue kneading against my teeth,
words, far too important,
raw as a scraped knee.
I cannot unearth them.
I bend and say, “I’m sorry.”
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The Brass Lamp
Cathi Burgoyne

It sits on the marble-topped table,
Now both pieces seem out of place,
Far from the home of my childhood
Where the two had shared the same space.
A three-year-old looked on with reverence
It was comely, gleaming and bright.
My mother’s brass lamp with yellow glass shades
Made a warm, golden glow in the night.

With a flickering flame fueled by coal oil,
Her sadness she sought to deceive.
Possession and beauty proved empty,
The radiance could not relieve.
My child’s heart knew contradiction
The lamp was lovely indeed,
But a whisper beyond the lamp-light
Urged caution—it may mislead.

“It’s old, it’s fragile, be careful—
The chimneys are hard to replace.”
Narrow—clear glass, tall and slender,
“Don’t touch,” said the look on her face.

The shades are gathered-in narrow
Near the top.of the spherical crowns.
Reminiscent of ladies’ small waistlines
Dancing in bright yellow gowns.
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Sixty years have added their tarnish,
It isn’t as shiny as then.
Long cylinder that held the coal oil
Now empty, yet useful again.

Still kind of afraid when I dust it,
I gaze at its soft yellow light.
Charming brass lamp with yellow glass shades
Makes a warm, golden glow in the night.
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Forgotten
Becky Wiegand

I think of mice
with sweet pink noses,
bright pink eyes,
silky tails.

We suspend
them in air,
nails splayed.

They die rather easily really,
slow seconds.
What is suffering?
Life won’t scream at us
like so many ants on the sidewalk,
we watch it,
a stranger passing us by.

I’ve seen it before, as a child,
the beastly hens pecking my hand
when robbing an egg,
warm and sweet.

She knew life.
defended it irrationally, knew it
without feathers, movement.
A slick hard ball.
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A Fulfilling Conclusion to the Tale ofSnow White
Suzy Herion

The tale of Snow White traditionally ends with a
perfect kiss and the disappearance of the abusive stepmother,
but that is the abridged addition. The real story begins here.

Tears slid down the red cheeks of the seven young
men who had befriended the fair maid they called Snow
White. Lost in their sorrow and grief they were unaware of
the man who watched from the cliff above. Gazing down,
the prince recognized these men as the seven souls who had
helped him after wolves attacked his horse. He had promised
them that if they ever were in need of his service he would
assist them.
On his majestic horse he rushed along the switchbacks
of the mountains to see why these men wept. He cleared his
throat, warning them of his presence and asked, “Dear
friends, I am pleased to make your acquaintance once again,
but I am troubled to see you in such a gloomy state. How can
I help you?” Made speechless by his arrival, and more
importantly by the death of this young woman, the seven
dwarves simply parted enough so the prince could see.
The prince slipped off his horse and dashed to the side
of the glistening glass coffin. “Who is this lady whose skin is
a white blanket of snow—a painter’s pallet brushed by the
strokes of God Himself? Who is she, whose hair is black as
night, yet shines as the stars? Who is this maiden whose lips
are scarlet petals plucked from the royal rose garden? Who is
she, my friends?”
“We called her Snow White, Sire,” Doc answered.
“What caused her untimely death?” The prince asked
much grieved as he kneeled on the moist moss beside her
coffin.
“It was a trick of her evil stepmother. She killed her
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out of envy and vain jealousy,” snarled Happy.
“My brave little friends, who ever has committed this
terrible and unforgivable wrong, I will right. I will avenge
you and this maiden. I ask you one favor, that I might kiss the
fair maid so that she leaves this world with a gesture of love,
and not that of deceitful trickery and murder?”
The men simply nodded. The prince leaned over and
placed a gentle kiss on the maiden’s lips. He felt at that
moment their souls touch as they were going their separate
ways. The souls embraced each other as if they were kindred
spirits from long ago. A sensation of hope, familiarity, and
longing desire lingered in the prince’s simple kiss.
With that the prince leapt onto his steed and galloped
off to kill the witch who committed this crime in his peaceful
land. He did not go far before he caught up to a feeble and
hideous old woman who wheezed with every crippled step.
Recognizing her immediately from the description that the
dwarves had given him, and the raven upon her left shoulder,
he drew his knife.
As he verged upon her raw-boned body, she pivoted
slowly. Glaring at his handsome face, the hag hissed. He
gasped with disgust and fear as he witnessed the decomposi
tion of what appeared to be human flesh. The monster’s eyes
were sinking slowly into their sockets; her wiry hair rapidly
receded from her forehead, and turned a dingy gray. Her nails
curled out of their cuticles and changed color into a smoky
yellow. Her lips shriveled and cracked, revealing rotting teeth
and expelling vomiting breath. The decaying appeared to
cease momentarily for her to form a few words.
“You'see boy, I would have outlived that girl Snow
White and all her beauty. I was the fairest of them all until
you arrived. I had the perfect spell: a ruby apple with a
huckleberry briar glaze. The huckleberry briar acts as a
sleeping agent... it slowly puts the body to sleep, and then
eventually kills. There is one exception to this deadly spell-
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if a prince of kindness is compelled to kiss the maiden’s
lifeless lips, then the spell shall be broken.”
“Are you saying Snow White lives?” the prince asked,
his eyes widening.
“You idiot, of course that is what I am saying! The
moment you put that cursed kiss upon her lips my body
started to rot. If broken, the spell reverses and accelerates ten
times on the one who cast it. I took my chances—I knew the
risks. I would do anything to see that little siren die.” The
disintegrating woman tried to speak more, but she coughed up
bile and blood in place of her vengeful words.
The prince watched with horror and disbelief. Her
skin melted from her face; it blistered and boiled through
every layer of her rotting flesh. When it reached the bone it
singed slowly, so she could feel the fire engulf her. In the
end, she was still conscious enough to see the dwarves and
the fair maiden emerge from the lush forest. In a final gasp of
anger she witnessed the resurrection of Snow White. With
that, the evil stepmother was consumed by flames and then
was escorted by the evil spirits to the devil’s cauldron.
Snow White rushed into the arms of the prince, and he
enfolded her in his caress. After spending every waking
moment together they realized that they were childhood
friends that had been betrothed from birth. Within a week the
young couple was married.
Snow White was a breath-taking bride in a gown of
satin and lace, and a crown of the forest’s wild flowers and
ribbons woven by the fairies. She took the prince’s hand; they
sang personal promises, and exchanged sacred golden rings,
and gave each other loving kisses. The kingdoms, both
human and animal, rejoiced in the uniting of this perfectly
grand couple.
They escaped to an enchanted luxurious island for
their honeymoon, called the Island of Grimm. At a ball, the
young Snow White and Prince Charming met other recently
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wedded royalty. Eric and Ariel shared a seaside suite, yet
refused to eat the seafood; a beautiful girl who insisted on
dancing barefoot named Cinderella, and her delightful prince.
They also met an enchanting French couple—the well-read
woman’s name was Belle, and they never could pronounce
her husband’s name, but it seemed everyone just called him
by his nickname, “Beast.”
One night they all dined together and exchanged
stories. Each couple was surprised by the others’ amazing
survivals by outwitting their fearful foes. Prince and Snow
White promised to keep in touch with their newfound friends.
At the week’s end, each of them swore to live happily ever
after.
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In Velvet
Dawn Massey

Formal public gatherings reminded Alba of why she had
never like to play with Barbie as a girl. She lost herself for the
entire three minutes or so it took to make sure Barbie’s tiny do
me heels matched her Barbie-sized feather boa and coordinat
ing Barbie-sized thoughts. But dress-up once complete, Alba
sat in a muddle on her grandmother’s speckled linoleum floor
amidst the detritus of Barbie wardrobe spangles, bangles, and
dangles.
Not much seemed to change since those sprawling af
ternoons—only the size of the diminutive frippery. And three
minutes turned into three hours. All for some fund-raiser at a
grand old railway hotel to refurbish an opera house somewhere
around Big Sky that no local resident could ever afford to pa
tronize. Never one for make-up, Alba applied one coat of glossy
black mascara from base to tips, feathering out a bit more at the
upper, outer edges. Next, she combed a bit of vaseline into her
brows using a frayed old toothbrush. Against her pale skin, the
veins in her lids gave off a purplish cast that seemed to her to
make eye shadow redundant, so she passed over the frosty duotones in favor of a small pot of lip gloss. Rum raisin. By the
end of the evening, she would have nibbled it off her already
well-grazed nether lip, but she remembered reading somewhere
that a bit of stain made you look less washed out. That done,
she sat on the edge of the tub to roll on her thigh-high mesh
stockings. But not until she slithered into her floor skimming
black velvet did she feel her metamorphosis complete. There
was only one way to stand in a dress like this.
But Alba did not wish to stand tonight. Instead, she
settled into the mohair sofa at the end opposite the grand stair
case, fingering with one hand the russet pile upon it. Her back
impossibly straight, torso twisted in one direction, legs crossed
and facing the other way, she waited. Nothing ever happened.
Her other hand rested lightly on a hipbone made even more
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prominent by the evening’s beguiled pose. Alba’s chin tilted
downward toward her clavicle, her gaze steady and distant.
Amidst the forced laughter of the society doyennes, she sat
rooted—imprisoned in an enchanted oak, perhaps. No hunts
man to break the spell and release her. This season, release
would be a slow time coming.

First light had refracted off a thin veil of clouds that
partedjustfor her. The switchbacks made it easier to take the
ascent at just short of a dead run, but the rarefied air toward
the top seeminglyfilled her head with helium. With each intake
of breath, the sensation intensified as her rhythm slowed to a
deepening. In this singular and exalted state, Alba took the
penultimate bend with eyes half-closed, lips barely parted. But
somethingfrom outside her drew Alba up short. She looked up
to meet the steady gaze of a young buck in early condition with
horn soft andyielding. In velvet he stood astride herpath. Alba
had been sighted.

The first few bars poked into her revery with a plangent
rhythm of minor chords and sustained variation. Alba drew a
hand across her breast, conflating the orchestral pulse with the
beating of her heart. It was time to dance. Chairs scraped across
the perimeter of the floor as couples made their way to the cen
ter of the room. The men’s deliberate placement of strong, firm
hands on the small of their partner’s backs made Alba think of
horses. A good rider doesn’t need to yank on the reins—solid
pressure from knee to thigh was enough if you understood the
horse ... and how to make it feel. This was Alba’s experience,
but it had not been her life.
The buck held her gaze even as Alba looked down and
away. The slow round began. Buckfirst. Then Alba, a suppli
cant in his midst. Stepping off the path, he permitted her to
pass. She, in turn, allowed herselfone glance backward before
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making her way up the trail. His eyes remained upon her. And
then he was gone.
Couples glided past her with a grace and ease she did
not feel as she made her way through them to the balcony. The
evening air was alive with the scent of pine and mulch made
rich by a mid-afternoon summer rain. Alba longed for its loamy
texture until she could almost taste it in her mouth. In the dim
light that settled across the plain, she rose to reach her glory.
But she was not alone. Alba felt a familiar touch wind its way
down from jaw to nape as if stroking away her skin. Inside, the
musicians laid down their instruments. She placed her hand
upon his own, holding it tight against her before returning it to
him, a full grown buck in prime condition, the velvet not yet
shed, but the horns quite hard underneath.
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Godspeed
Danny Stapp

In a white coat of shining armor,
Wonder-wonder-wonder pill,
Defeat my demons, douse my ardor,
Make my heart, be-be-be still,
Flickers of an older thought,
Quelled by pills my Mommy bought,
Imbalance on a teeter-totter,
Two extremist guises battle,
That little bottle always wins,
I wake up to their incessant rattle,
Ever-serving,
Ever-helping,
Ever-changing,
ritalin,
Little white pill,
Little piece of magic,
Little white pill,
Twist it, make it tragic,

Little white pill,
Little piece of magic,
Little white thrill,
Twist it, make it tragic.
Tell me, tell me, what you mean,
How’s my child a freak?
Tell me ‘fore ya fix’m
What’s causing him to leak?
Chemicals off-balance are unsettling his brain,
Miss, it works like this, you see, your child’s quite insane,
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Once his blood’s as black as ink
There’ll be nothing to be done,
Heinous acts so vile, he’ll commit,
In the place of simple fun,
We can make him better, normal again,
This perfect little wonderpill,
Will alleviate his pain,
Heavens helpers in her hand,
They’ll make him structured,
Make him bland,

Little white pill,
Little piece of magic,
A little white thrill,
Twists him, Makes him tragic,
Drive him down desired roads,
Let him choose not here he goes,
Make his self-reliance bow,
Give it to him, Give it NOW,
A little white pill,
A little piece of magic,
A little windowsill,
It’s open and it’s tragic,

Standing out,
Looking in,
A little white windowsill
White coat,
White skin,
White men,
White grin,
He’s cutting up my wonderpills,
Hands me my fix, my heroin,
While my body foots the bill,
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Fighting deep inside my head,
Who has the control?
I lose and like a laborer fed,
I’m under its’ control.

Forget the past
Forget it all,

Forget my yesterday,
For that pill, that pill,
That candied jewel,
Has stole it all away,
Memories...
Memories...
Gold and platinum blends,
Of grief and joy and envy green,
Of times before my friend,
Memories...
Memories...
Taken all away,
By clouded thoughts and murky dreams,
By countless shades of gray,

A bitter white pill,
Controls a broken little man,
Does it help or does it kill?
What’s its’ master plan?
Memories...
Memories...
My little, white,

mother...
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Forgiveness Haiku
Kendra Williams

Brother done the dirty
with you, huh? Snatched your sass, lay
a spook to your voice.
Sister, pay no mind.
Forgive, and let him know love
in your family way.

Etiquette
Mandy Lynn Knight

We were only sitting quietly on a bench
When he looked at me
And I gazed back. But the feeling
Disappeared; emotions are a waste
of time when Politeness and Manners
interfere. Confusion ensues forcing
Neither to know what the other is
Thinking. Then we say “Thank you for
the lovely time” and walk our separate ways
into the cold, frosty air.
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Cracking the Fortress
E. Yount

I built a fortress
Around myself, for protection and provision.
It was a good fortress.
It stood through all the battles
Without ever breaking down.
The guards of the fortress were watchful.
Sarcasm had the best shot and rightfully killed any intruder.
Bitterness was sharp as a bullet.
He wounded anyone who dared to get too close.
As for Pain, she was a little slow to recognize the danger.
Ah, but my darling favorite was always Hurt;
He would stand outside the moat,
Cautiously asking everyone their purpose in entering the fortress.

After a while, my guards grew grander.
I acquired so many that not even the Queen, myself, could leave
the throne.
The fortress soon became a very dark reality.
Not a candle burned,
Not a person smiled,
Each guard had their ascribed job and conscientiously did them.
Soon, word got around;
“The fortress is too mighty,
The guards too numerous,
The entrance too secret,
For anyone to enter.”
And then, a newcomer came to the fortress one day.
Hurt immediately turned him away,
But the newcomer refused to leave,
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Until he met the Queen.
Murmur and Gossip came out
Asking many questions
And spread the word to Sadness,
Who said “I do not care.”

The newcomer entered with a bright essence
That shined up the hallways.
The guards looked up,
And were blinded by the light;
Many dissipated into thin air.
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When the newcomer came into the sacred room,
The Queen immediately recognized him.
She welcomed him with tears and a hug,
“Only you have cracked my fortress, my dearest Happiness.”
“I come that you might have life and that you have it more
abundantly.”1
He assured me of this again, saying,
“For I know the plans I have for you. They are plans for good
and not for evil,
To give you a future and a hope.”2
1 John 10:10
2 Jeremiah 29:11
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Mornings
Rhonna Groznik

1
I

Spilling shear silk,
She fumbles in the morning
For the proper placement of toes
And balance of lipstick.
She fumbles in the morning
Gasping for time;
And the balance of lipstick
Sways with the breath of mental jurors.
Gasping for time,
Each minute on the beaten clock
Sways with the breath of mental jurors,
Framing their quiet edicts.
Each minute on the beaten clock
Passes observations and critiques,
Framing their quiet edicts
Just like men
Passing observations and critiques
With accepted careless glances.
Just like men
To tear her essence
With social formality.
To tear her essence, like
Spilling sheer silk.
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The End of the Drought
Katie Laughlin

He had been digging for over an hour now, and was
just starting to feel the dull ache in his lower back and calves.
He straightened up, pushing the brim of his worn hat off his
forehead, and stepped from the long, deep trench he’d dug.
He wiped the dust from the creases near his eyes, waiting for
the haze to settle. The summer had been dry. Without the
rain, the earth of the low valley shrunk and cracked like worn
leather.
The lightening still came. Heavy clouds rolled over
the valley, sending white-hot sparks down to the arid, dusty
earth. The dried-out bushes and scrub grasses itched to ignite.
He’d made a habit these past few weeks of driving through
the valley, checking for grass fires and mending fences. Were
it not so hot, he would only make such expeditions once a
week or so, his truck weighed down with freshly split posts
and rolls of vicious barbed-wire.
He glanced at the dead deer sprawled a few feet from
him. A dark stain had seeped from beneath the body, drying
to a deep brown in the hot sun. Poachers had climbed his
fences, most likely from the north end of the valley. He’d
heard stories in town, amidst the dusky familiarity of the feed
store, of poachers killing big game buck, taking only the
antlers. Oftentimes ranchers did not find the carcasses until
the scavengers and hot sun had already stripped and bleached
the bone. But he had stumbled upon a fresh kill. After twelve
years of working the cattle on this land, he knew how to judge
an animal’s corpse; the deer had died within the past two
days.
The buck was the largest he’d seen in some time,
probably a year or two past his prime. The poachers had done
a poor job removing the antlers. Dull, white chips scattered
the ground as though someone had been splitting logs made
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of bone rather than wood. Dried clumps of brain clung like
cocoons on the blades of grass, leaving a big gaping mouth in
the deer’s skull.
He’d found the deer earlier that morning when not
even a slight trace of last night’s still coolness lingered in the
air. He had stood above the body for a long time. His eyes
traced the shadow of the hills as they retreated across the
valley floor. Climbing back into the cab of his truck, he
seized the steering wheel and shook his head.
He had worked all day long, replacing downed wire
with shiny new barbs and throwing rotting posts into the back
of his pickup. The hot metal glinted in the dried grass and the
posts splintered as he pulled them from the earth. Now and
again he paused from his work. His gaze settled in the east as
he wiped the sweat from his face and neck. Carrion birds
circled across the valley. He tracked their diving plummets
against the rocky edge of the valley wall. His eyes squinted
against the glare.
Late in the afternoon, he drove home for supper.
Leaning back in his chair, he swung his long legs up on the
porch railing. His boots slipped easily into the grooves of the
wood, worn smooth from years of his slow rocking. Now and
then a slight breeze would blow hot against his cheek and fill
the porch with the ripe, dusty smell of summer.
He had a few more acres west of the house to cover
before the day was over. He emptied the rotted posts near the
woodpile behind the bam, and started the track. He had
driven nearly three quarters of a mile across the bumpy, rough
fields before he swung the pickup around, startling a bunch of
quail into the dusty, hot afternoon. He drove east.
The hole would have to be large. He tied his blue
kerchief over his mouth and nose and stepped back into the
trench. The sun was still hot and heavy in the sky, and he
had work to do. The dust cloud rose after just a few minutes
of work. Each strike of the shovel raised a new billow, and
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though he tried to throw the dirt far over his shoulder, it
stirred up a new haze with each shovelful. He worked
quickly. His callused hands knew the feel of the handle well,
and his body was no stranger to working this land.
He didn’t notice the changing light as early as he
should have, so intent was he on his smooth rhythm of hard
labor. By the time he saw them, the pregnant black clouds
were nearly over the valley. They were the kind of clouds that
twisted at farmers’ hearts, joyful for the break of drought, but
fearful of the pelting rain and crop-wrecking winds. He paid
no mind. Cattle had tough hides, and his trench was not even
three feet deep yet.
The heavy clouds swelled and stacked above him.
This valley was where they would break. Fat raindrops began
to fall. They seemed to almost roll across the dirt for a
moment sending up little puffs of dust. The fat little drops
picked up tempo, bouncing off the brim of his hat and mixing
with the rivulets of sweat running down his neck and back to
soak the waistband of his jeans. The clouds cracked open and
the sky disappeared. The rain came down like violent sheets
whipping in the wind. The noise of the rain slamming against
tree limbs and smacking the dirt shattered even the memory
of quiet that had filled the valley for the past few hours.
Then the mud started. First it was small drips from
the edge or his shovel, and then satisfactory little plops as he
tossed it over his shoulder. The shovel grew heavier.
In a few moments his clothes were wet and clinging.
The staccato rhythm of rain on the brim of his hat became a
crazy beat too fast to distinguish. The bottom of the trench
was two inches of thick mud creeping over the tops of his
boots.
He dug the shovel deeper, enjoying the wet coolness
on his skin. He picked up the pace of his motions, pressured
by the speed of the rain. Soon the rain created a soupy
mixture in the bottom of the trench, with watery sheen on top.
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He bent deeper to the task. The torrents of rain were
quickly filling the hole, and small raging rivers poured over
the edge, drawing more mud from the slick and crumbling
edges. He plunged the shovel into the trench, slicing through
the water film, keeping the rhythm of the afternoon.
He felt mud seep over the edge of his boots, and wind
between his toes. With each toss of the shovel over his
shoulder, he sent mud flying in a mad, spattered graffiti across
his face and clothes. His grip grew slick and loose, the handle
sliding across his palm with every motion.
A sudden sucking splash turned him round. His knees
buckled slightly at the small wave pushing against them. The
end of the trench had caved in, muddy and deep. A few hours
work gone in a moment.
He gripped the handle with a heat that nearly dried the
worn wood. His arms flew fast and his shovel fairly singed
through the walls of rain. He did not register the growing
dimness, the chill that had settled in his arms and legs, or the
dull ache in his lower back. He had been here before.
The rain did not cease, and the mud and water foamed
under his shovel. It was dark by the time he’d regained the
trench. Startled by the darkness, he glanced up. The deer lay
cold and soggy to his right. On his left his truck was slick
from the rain, the mud deep against the tires.
He climbed from the hole, boots sliding in the slip
pery mud. Reaching the truck he threw the dirty shovel in the
back and jumped into the cab. Mud dripped to the floor. He
slowly reached his arm up and tossed his hat on the seat next
to him. He stared at the deer, bright in his headlights. He
remembered one of die older men at the feed store saying that
the land wasn’t your own until it mapped itself in the creases
and lines of your face.
Reaching for his hat, he opened the truck door and
jumped down into the mud.
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all...
Virginia Reeves

That I want nothing but
comfort
in the recesses of your eyes,
blue, dark hair.
Like my mother.
Ate an apple out of your bowl
under my possession, though its role,
at least,
you own.
That circle on
my kitchen table, exact replica of yours
onto which I
spilled my mind,
awaiting
the wood’s absorption of things
too much a part of me.
I am a writer with broken wrists
and scars of ohio. Just yesterday
was I there.
All you saw was WRITER in
bold neon though, because
broken wrists
don’t matter...
Noble, you said, what could be more
noble,
than to write.
Wanna watch a movie, make out on
my couch, or love, make love.
whichever makes your heart beat fastest, sets the pen
ascrawling.
Just let me inspire you,
crimson satin sheets or flannel,
I do not care,
so long as they are soiled,
before you go.
That I want nothing but dark hair, eyes blue and
someone to say I’m noble.
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The Three Comers
Jennifer L. McConnell

Forever hold onto the memories,
Memories of happiness,
love,
innocence.
Childhood fairy tales I longed for as a child,
will always live in my heart,
reminding me of a time of no worries.
Like the beauty of a pale pink flower,
the blueness of the sea,
the small chocolate pieces that melt in your mouth,
or the moist sweetness of a strawberry on a wann sunny day
Holding onto the memories,
I live for today and tomorrow.
For will my shy heart find love,
as I wish under the first star I see tonight?
And the hope to accomplish my personal success,
holding onto the words: Dreams can come true.
Like the shape of a triangle,
I live for the three comers,
today, tomorrow, and the memories of yesterday.
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Sonnet Number Two
Rhonna Groznik

I am a tired traveler of roads
Whose once fresh step has been confined by friends,
Boxed in with promises of social ends;
Unwilling partner, shouldering their loads.
In cocoons of civility we hide
And grow fat on pretty truths like drunk flies
Who feed off bloated carcasses of lies.
Incessantly we drink the blood of pride.
We, ensconced in the darkness of the blind,
Lead each other in circles of deceit
The quiet familiar paths, worn and aged
Have become laced with subtle words unkind
And poison act; doomed are we to repeat
This civil servitude that keeps us caged.
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An Excerpt from the Book The Fugitive With Golden Eyes
Cheri Knox

Prologue
Two thousand years in the future, there is fear from
the people of Giah of those who are Descendants of the
Children of the Bomb. Their ancestors were unlucky enough
to be exposed to radiation from a terrorist attack causing
massive deformities. One particular family, the Albrights,
hadjust barely begun their mining ofEmbersh, a very popu
lar metal, when the bombs exploded. Ember Albright, at the
times of the explosion, acquired yellow and glowing eyes.
They were but a sign ofpowers that he had, such a healing
and creating electricity from his hands. This power, which
was not accessed by any of the family for a time, was kept a
secret.
One thousand years after the Fall of the Bombs, the
twelve-year-old descendent of Ember, Irene Albright, comes
home from school after being beaten by two boys in a gang.
A member of the gang, Mark, tried to stop the fight and in the
end she forgives him for being a part of the gang. While
questioning Irene, her parents suddenly shield their eyes in
consternation. Atfirst, she doesn’t know why. When she
hides in the bathroom, she sees in the mirror that she has
yellow and glowing eyes. She is entranced by the image, and
somehow along the way, there is an accident and she is cut
severely by the mirror. When admitted into the nearby hospi
tal, others outside the family see her eyes. The danger
escalates when the government announces a law that all
Descendants are to be taken to military bases to be tested for
radiation. They will be taken in with the help of the so-called
Police ofPeople. However, Irene’s father knows that no one
ever comes out of these bases alive, so Irene is forced to hide
in the bomb shelter that Ember and his family hid in a thou
sand years before. From memory, twenty-nine-year-old Irene
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records her childhood memories in her personal journal while
awaiting trial in a maximum security cell.

I had been hiding for two weeks in the secret bomb
shelter of our mansion. My parents had to hide me; people
had seen that I had yellow and glowing eyes. Mom and Dad
couldn’t hide with me. They had to continue the business of
mining Embersh. If they disappeared, then there would be a
disturbance. They were way too important to just disappear.
I was cleaning my bedroom when thundering voices
came from upstairs. I heard my mother scream and priceless
antiques crashing on the floor. Heavy footsteps ran all over in
the room above. Terror seized me. I couldn’t hear exact
words, but I knew what was happening. As I sat and listened
helpless to my parents being arrested, another sound caught
my other side. I could hear the lever that opened the doorway
being moved. Dad forgot to put the brick back! Turning, I
sprinted down the hallways out an emergency exit.
Blurs of blues, greens, and browns passed by as I
darted this way and that. The footsteps were still behind me
getting ever closer. The fire in my lungs was consuming the
rest of my body. Already my legs were dying. My mouth
opened widely, begging the cool air to quench the fire.
My feet abruptly surrendered and I folded forward
into the dirt. Gagging, I felt mud sliding down my throat.
Coughing out the mud caught between my teeth, I forgot my
predator for a moment. SNAP!! The footsteps slowed at the
sound of a twig. The predator was too close.
They ‘re going to get me\
I tried to get up and run, but my legs refused to move. I
started to drag myself away from the sound, but it was too
late. A boy walked around one of the pines. I shrunk away,
waiting for the whistle that would bring the Police of People
to take me away or kill me.
“Irene?”
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I looked up to face Mark, the predator. He was
wearing the outfit of the Police of People: a black suit with
little gold buttons and a red stripe going down the right side
of the coat. In his left hand was the whistle. In the right was
a huge steel club. He wore heavy boots, polished black.
“Mark! Why are you....”
“Dad made me become a volunteer for the P.P.” Mark
set down the club. “I have wanted to talk to you, but you
haven’t been in school. There were a couple of people who
wanted to know where you were, and your parents said that
you had gone to your grandparents. Only rumors were going
around that you were still here because of some accident,
then....” He lowered his head. “Your parents are going to
Desensitizer.”
“Desensitizer!” I cried out in anguish.
Desensitizer was an old military base that had been in
Swamp County for centuries. All the hardened criminals
were sent there after given a life sentence. Both of us knew
that anyone sent there was rarely heard from again. No one
knew what exactly happened in there, because it was in the
middle of a very large swamp. Those who attempted to
escape found themselves in ten feet of mire. It was an effec
tive natural barrier for the prison.
“I suppose you’re going to blow the whistle on me
now, right?”
He fiddled with it for awhile, considering what to do.
Then he put it in his pocket. “I’m not going to send you
away.” He took my hand. “Come on, let’s get out of here.”
But before we could take another step, a low growl
came from the trees. Like liquid gold, a coug-cat crawled out
of the bushes onto the path. Staring at us through its blood
shot eyes, it began stalking toward us. The black line that
started at the end of its nose slid up the muzzle splitting into
the end points on the tips of the ears. The line gave it a
deadly and mysterious look. I could never tell what made me
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fear cougs more: the monstrous size or the stories I had heard.
Coug-cats are legendary for their cruel killing techniques,
gladly hearing their prey squeal before it dies. Sometimes
they preyed on humans, which was why the deadliest animal
on the planet was eyeing us like a hungry dog looks at a bone.
Mark fumbled in his pocket for the whistle. Like wet
soap, it slipped out of his hands and landed between us. The
coug growled once again, as if daring Mark to pick it up.
Without waiting for us to react, it sprang, midnight claws and
red teeth bared, and knocked Mark on the ground.
I screamed as the coug sunk its teeth into Mark’s arm.
Lifting him up, it swung Mark from side to side. He shrieked
but the rest of his body was stupefied. I don’t know where
my mind was, but my body jumped on the coug. It tried to
throw me off, causing Mark, who had fainted, to fall from the
coug’s jaws. Slashing this way and that, its claws tore into
my legs again and again. Ribbons of my own blood flowed
into the mud. Bearing the pain, I grabbed the coug’s ears and
pulled, desperate to hang onto something.
A flash of light erupted in front of me and landed on
the coug. My entire world was turned upside down as the
coug tossed me off, enraged by the fire growing on its back.
It ran into the woods in desperate search of water. I laid
there, exhausted, my legs smoldering and bleeding, and my
mind scared stiff. I didn’t know where the flame had come
from. I tried to keep my mind occupied on other things as I
let my legs heal quickly. I thought healing was all I could do.
Apparently not. Before they finished, I turned to help Mark. I
wish I hadn’t.
Mark lay on the wet ground, pale from the loss of
blood. His upper right arm was still attached. The other half
was nowhere in sight. I noticed a trail of blood heading in the
same direction as the coug had gone. Mark’s left leg had a
peculiar angle to it. It dawned on me that I had to get Mark
back into town. He was going to die if we stayed here.
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I sat up and started crawling toward Mark. I weakly
grabbed him by the armpits, trying to make him sit up. My
hand touched the stump of his arm. My body jerked like I
was hit by a brick wall as an electric shock washed through
my body. I felt waves of pain. They became larger and larger
to the point beyond screaming agony. I fell back down on the
ground still holding onto him like a magnet to a nail. All I
could see was red through the torment. Suddenly, the waves
an the redness disappeared as quickly as they had come. I
looked down at where my hand had touched. The blood was
dry and Mark’s stump was almost healed. I even saw that his
leg now looked somewhat normal. I dropped him, scrambled
to my feet, and back away. This was impossible!
“How...” I whispered in terror.
Just then, Mark opened his eyes. He remained dazed
for a few seconds, then turned to me. His eyes shot wide
open, panic covering his face.
“Irene! Your eyes! They’re...what...” he managed to
gasp out.
I knew what he meant: my eyes were yellow and
glowing once more. That didn’t surprise me as much as what
had happened before he had woke up.
“I know, Mark, I know.” I gently helped him to his
feet. “We have to get you out of here before that coug comes
back.”
While trying to keep balance, Mark glanced down.
“Myarm! It’s...”
“The coug took it when he caught on fire.”
He looked at me unbelievingly. “How did it happen?”
I told what I knew. Mark looked down at the stump,
then back at me.
Pulling him towards home, I remarked, “Never mind
that now. We need to get you to a hospital.”
Mark pulled back shakily. “I can’t go.”
“What do you mean? You’re probably still in
shock....”
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“I can’t go, Irene.” He pointed to his arm. “What will
everyone think when I have my arm gone and it’s all healed?”
I saw what he meant. “If they find you, they may
think that—”
“—that I’m a Descendant, yes.” He looked in des
peration at me. “Let me hide with you. I can’t go back!
They’ll kill me! Where else am I going to go? I know your
parents will let me stay when they come back!”
“If they come back,” I muttered.
I watched his terrorized face as I tried figure out what
to do. The last time I had seen him, he was apologizing for
being part of the group that hated me. Now he was one of the
hate. He was in as much danger as I was. Taking his healed
arm, I guided him back to my home in the shelter.
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A Summer Story
Mandy Lynn Knight

The humid July day was not comfortable, nor was it
particularly uncomfortable. It was, in fact, just a regular day
and Irene was sick of regular days. It wasn’t the heat that was
squelching her, it was her mother. Why didn’t she have a job
like normal mothers? She could have an office anywhere in
town—why did it have to be right off the living room? It was
fine during the school year when Irene was away, but when
she returned for the summer, it was strange; at twenty she just
couldn’t feel overjoyed at coming home to her mother every
day as she was in kindergarten.
She remembered back to that time, the smell of wann,
freshly baked oatmeal cookies imprinted in her memory. She
could almost hear her mother calling to her from the office,
“Irene, I’m in here honey!” and see herself running to show
off the fish picture drawn in art that day. That ridiculous
picture was still hanging on the wall next to the door in the
office. Despite all the times she had sat on the stool and
watched her mother work, Irene still had no clue what her
mother did. She knew she wrote, and Irene assumed that she
was a good writer because her mother was able to keep food
on the table after Irene’s father left for good.
He had said he just couldn’t take it anymore—his wife
at home all day and yet not working as a homemaker. Irene
sensed that there was a lot more to it than he let on, but no
one ever tells ten-year-olds anything. Instead, she assumed
that her father thought her mother was as weird as Irene
thought she was and let it go. Ten years later, almost to the
day, Irene still felt uncomfortable about her mother’s choice
of occupation and she hadn’t even spoken to her father that
entire time. Actually, she didn’t know where he was, and she
couldn’t bring herself to ask her mother. Her mother probably
didn’t know anyway, or didn’t care. Irene tried to tell herself
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that she didn’t care either, that getting through college and
acceptance to a prestigious law school were top priority
compared to knowing where her father was. Besides, the less
she had to talk to her mother, the better.
Not that Irene didn’t love her mother, that wasn’t the
case, they just didn’t understand each other. Her mother
always believed that Irene had lost the happiest part of herself
when her father left, and Irene had given up trying to explain
to her mother that this was not true. The truth was, and had
always been, that her father was the only real link, the only
emotional tie, that Irene and her mother shared. When he left,
he pulled this common ground out from underneath Irene and
her mother, leaving no place for them to stand together.
Irene and her mother never fought, but fighting would
have been preferable to the superficial conversations they
occasionally had about nothing in particular. Her mother
asked about her grades, but never asked Irene if she was
happy, if she was still dating the same boy, how her law
school applications were coming along. Irene asked her
mother how her life was going, but couldn’t ask her about
work (Irene didn’t know what to ask), or if she was still
dating the same weird guy who had been at their house for
Christmas dinner (Irene couldn’t remember his name). Din
ners were quiet and each spent the evenings in their respective
rooms, reading, watching television, or doing work, as was
common for Irene’s mother. At tunes, Irene would hover near
the door to her mother’s office and hear muffled sounds, like
crying. Irene never went in to see if something were the
matter because she didn’t want to embarrass her mother with
a confrontation. Instead, she would listen for a moment
longer and then quietly creep up to her room and try not to
hear the muffled sound that seemed trapped in her head.
So Irene never knew what her mother was doing, and
every new summer day dragged on more than the last. As the
end of August approached and Irene’s day of departure for
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school grew closer, her mother called her into the office to
talk. Irene reluctantly walked in the door and sat down on the
stool, as she had many times as a child. Carla said, “I’ll miss
you Irene, and I want you to know that even though you may
not have always felt it or know it, I love you more than
anything.” Astonished, Irene simply hugged her mother and
told her that she loved her, too. That night in bed, Irene
thought about how much she regretted not knowing her
mother the way most children knew their mothers. As Irene
was leaving for work the next morning, she decided to poke
her head into the office to say goodbye to her mother. Re
ceiving no response to her knock, Irene slowly opened the
door and found her mother lying face down on the desk.
For the first time in ten years, Irene Ellis allowed
herself to cry.
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The Museum
Becky Wiegand

A martyred culture. Mourned or
glorfied, I am unsure,
under glass prisons.
No sweet grass breeze,
musky fall rot,
or dappled sunlight.

Carefully positioned
lights remove shadows.
It’s all upfront—
no haunts.
Only dead here.
The words are alive! They must be—
someone wrote them.
I’ve smelled sweetgrass,
tasted kinnikinic,
seen the first
snowflake of winter
an eternal season,
one for melancholy.

Applaud glass prisons
with their flint and buckskin captives.
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Until She Comes Home
Bernedette Celix

Something felt different when I came home. It was
too quiet in the house, normally the television was tuned to
the local news, or the faint sound of music came from a radio
somewhere in the house, but not today. I was swallowed by
an eerie silence when I walked through the door.
“Dad? Danica?” I yelled out their name; only silence
answered. It was 6:30 in the evening—someone should have
been home by now. I walked through the living room to the
kitchen to grab a snack. I found my favorite, strawberry
yogurt, in the refrigerator. I grabbed a spoon and headed for
the phone in the family room. I was sure that Anisha had
started studying for our physics test the following day.
“Hey, Anisha, how is the studying coming?”
“Not bad. Hey did you hear about what happened to
Mandy?”
“No. What happened?” I was not really interested in
knowing what happened to Mandy, but Anisha was going to
tell me anyway. Anisha had the biggest mouth at our high
school. Literally. You could stand at the entrance of the gym,
put Anisha two buildings away, near the parking lot, and still
hear every word she said.
“Well, I need to start studying. I’ll see you tomorrow.
Bye, Anisha.”
“Bye, Bernie.”
Where is everyone? My younger sister should have
been home by now. Dad was probably stuck in traffic some
where. Mom wouldn’t be closing up the store for a few more
hours. Since nobody else was home, I decided to study in the
living room.
As I opened my physics book, my brother walked
through the front door.
“Hey, rugrat.”
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“Hey, Van.” He greeted me with one of his famous
whisker rubs; it had obviously been a few days since he
shaved. Van loves to wear Levis and Nikes; today was no
exception. I don’t mind the whisker rubs so much, it is the
comb in his back pocket that has to go.
Trying to save what was left of my face, I pulled
away, asking, “Do you know where Dad and Danica are?”
Van came out of the kitchen sinking his teeth into an apple.
“Nope kid, I’m here just to grab my mail, add some
oil to my car, and then I’m heading up to the pass. Oh yeah, I
stopped by mom’s store. She will be home in about half an
hour.”
Really, I thought. She is never home before 8:00.
“Have you seen any mail for me Sis?”
“No, I haven’t.” I didn’t care about his mail, I was
busy pondering my mother’s early homecoming.
I was just starting to get into the chapter on torque
when I heard my mom honk her horn. Our dog started his Iwas-sleeping-and-you-woke-me-up bark. I put my books
down and slipped my Birks on. I went outside to see if my
mother needed help carrying anything in.
She greeted me with, “Where is your sister?”
I replied, “I was wondering the same thing myself.”
“Well I got a call from school, she skipped her after
noon classes.” We walked through the door and headed for
the kitchen to put down the groceries.
“Hey, Mom.”
“Hello, Van.” He was still looking for his mail.
“Bemedette, how many times do I have to tell you not
to leave your shoes scattered around the house! Go put them
upstairs now.”
“Okay, chill Mom.” I went upstairs and walked to the
end of the hall where my room was. Even though it was a
sunny day outside, my room was freezing. I threw my shoes
in the closet and walked over to my dresser to grab a
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sweatshirt.
It was then that I noticed a small, white envelope
sitting on my nightstand. It was addressed ‘Mom, Dad, and
Bernie’ in black ink. I instantly recognized the handwriting
and ripped it open.

Mom and Dad; I needed to get away for awhile.
Don’t try and find me, I’ll be home Sunday or Monday. Love,
Danica.
I read it over again. I thought, What? Did my sister
run away from home? I knew she had been unhappy, she
would shut herself up in her room, and was constantly arguing
with my parents. That sounds like any teenager. Why did she
leave? Why couldn’t she have talked to us? I ran down the
hall and I found Mom and Van talking in the family room.
They heard me coming and when I entered the room their
eyes fell upon me.
“Mom, I found this in my room. It’s from Danica.” I
handed her the note. As she read, I saw a look of alarm come
across her face. She looked at my brother and did not say
anything for a moment.
Then, slowly, she started, “Well, we will tell your dad
when he comes home. We have no choice but to wait until
she comes home.”
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An Excerpt from the Memoir, Burning Wings
Carolyn Sobczak

The dream... Erica and I on the bridge at the Royal
Gorge. We look down into the parched, stony canyon,
the sheer walls on either side, and nothing but fresh air
in between. A long way to the bottom. In slow motion,
the bridge snaps and we fall, floating. I’m not scared or
screaming. With awe, wonder, disbelief, I turn to Erica.
“Look, Cha... I’m flying.”

Of three thousand runners, one thousand prance at the
starting line ten minutes before the gun. The other two
thousand nervously bounce in running shoes, numbered bibs
fluttering in the wind, waiting for twenty porta-potties. I’m
second in line when the starter warns, “Three minutes to
start!” Panic, because there is no way I’m going to stop
during the race, especially for something as trivial as going to
the bathroom. I make it in, discover that I can’t pee under
pressure, manage to anyway, and pull up my underwear with
“One minute to start!” Stumbling towards the starting line I
recinch my shorts.
The gunshot and we’re off, and I realize I didn’t have
to rush—it takes two minutes for a fraction of die contestants
to clear the starting area. The others don’t really matter,
though. This half-marathon is a “personal goal”; I’m not
competing against anyone but myself. I run with the mass
through the small community of Georgetown, avoiding heels,
rubbing elbows, dodging through gaps on the side. Finding
my pace and settling in, the hardest part, passes rather easily
and I’m surprised by the second mile marker. I can’t have
just run two miles! My watch shows it’s been twenty min
utes. This might not be so bad...
Except I’m dehydrated already. Until now “cotton
mouth” has been a myth; puckering my lips, I fail to salivate,
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and each breath bums my tongue and throat. I can make it
nine more minutes to the water station at mile three by
distracting myself with the view of the mountains around me.
The excitement, the anxiety has burdened me, and I still have
over eleven miles to go. Christ, am I going to make it? I
remind myself why I’m doing this, why I can’t stop.

I began running to stay alive. I run for my life.
The early days of summer wake me with dreams of
death, a constricted gut, and a hollow heart. I sleep until ten,
lie in bed until eleven, sit staring, glaze-eyed, out my window.
I think of everything, nothing. Cars pass, I see through them,
void out to places where I should not let me be. And then I’m
worse. Words in books blur into commands: Come on,
Carolyn—it’s so easy. You know where they are. I escape to
the park, to the lake, to a bench by the water. It’s one of those
sodden overcast days early in the season that make me doubt
summer is possible. As I look for the ducks that are usually
around, dread slinks up next to me, whispers, Easy. For a
minute I indulge it, listen again. Easy as drinking water.
Water. Remember your comfort, your road less traveled? It
could make all the difference...
The pills. I know just where they are—in the pre
scription box, next to the razor blades, the bottle of ibuprofen,
the dental retainers I wear once a month, on top of the tablets
I clean my contacts with. For migraines. The directions say
that you shouldn’t exceed three tablets, that some people
experience heart failure and even death from use, that the first
tablet should be taken in the care of a physician just in case a
heart problem occurs.
I haven’t opened the box containing nine tablets. I’m
saving them. I know just where they are, how many to take.
Silent companions. Secret companions. No one suspects
them. Later, back at home, I lean back into my pillows,
burrowing into my sheepskin. Warm, cozy, I try to remember
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if caffeine or alcohol exacerbates the fatal effects.
But no. I can’t do it, not just yet. I remember.
There’s been happiness.
Great columns of Easter morning sunlight whisper
past the towering windows of the living room, and I squint the
brightness. The green shag carpet grows more artificial,
sparkly somehow, in such stark light.
I sit in the entryway, the cold brown linoleum presses
its textured pattern into the back of my bare thighs. Three
years old, I am pretty in the red and blue checkered dress, and
I like the way the blue ribbon in my ponytail tickles my neck.
The thick seams at the toes of my socks have clumped up
again, and the feeling drives me so crazy I can’t get the
buckles on my shoes undone fast enough.
Behind me, near the front door, stands a wooden
figure, nearly three feet tall, a wandering man with a pack on
his back, a walking stick in hand, and a devoted dog hugging
his calves. His face, frozen in an expression void of emotion,
shows neither delight nor dismay.
Socks straightened, I put my shoes back on, happy I
have conquered the buckles without help.
Outside, Dad warms up the car, Mom rushes about
upstairs, pulling on her knee-high stockings and misting
herself with the Rafinee perfume she keeps at the back of her
dresser so that I can’t reach it. My brother, Brian, is curiously
absent, but I suspect he’s outside playing with the cats,
pulling their tails like he does when he thinks no one is
watching.
I would like to stay here, on this morning, in Littleton,
Colorado, in this place my parents built—this warm and
happy place, where people tell me they love me, where I can
play and be me. I have a place where I fit in, without a doubt.

I want that happiness again, I long for it, think I might
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deserve it. I want to start over. I graduate from college in a
year. I figure that if nothing changes in a year, if I’m stuck in
this darkness, I have a way out. Funny, though, the migraines
stopped altogether after the breakdown. Little by little, I’ve
been scraping away at my own life with how much I hate
myself. Classes, all the time classes, not understanding this
class and failing and homework and reading, reading, reading,
all work no play makes Carolyn a dull girl; laughter stopped,
friends, lovers distanced themselves, eating myself from the
inside out, hating more because I failed—hating that I am not
smart or pretty or someone worth while. I picked away at
Carolyn, pecking bits until my head spun, and I collapsed.
There’s a kind of crying, of tears that seep deeper
down, that hurts with every heave and hiccup, because you
truly believe that no one and nothing can help you—nothing.
Not even the people you love or trust the most. It is almost
death, except for the sobs. I cried that cry, admitted yes, I
hate myself, and a kind of peace settled in. If you ask a
member of any twelve-step recovery program, they might say
half the battle of recovery is acknowledging you have a
problem. But then again, just because you know you have a
problem doesn’t mean you can resolve it.
The worst is morning, waking up with cramps of
disgust, and the taste ofdeath on my tongue. So I set the
alarm for 5a.m., when I’m too tired to feel the grief, head out
to the lake, run, and warp into a new existence.
Running, my world simplifies and I am unneeded to
think critically. My only concern is the physical pain I create
for myself and how to endure it. Thirty minutes into my run,
calves bum, knees ache; I want to stop. But all I have to do is
keep going. All I have to do is keep going. Stopping hurts—
if I start again after walking, the discomfort is worse than if I
had just continued to run. Stopping is another let down,
another failure. All I have to do is keep going. I don’t have to
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go all out, set any records or pass anyone. All I have to do is
finish. Finishing is winning.
But maybe I run four miles a day so that I’ll like my
body. I’ll watch the muscles in my legs become defined, my
stomach shrink. I’ll like the way I look in a swimsuit. I’ll
wear whatever I choose, because skinny people can wear
anything and look great. I’ll have more energy, and be more
outgoing, and people will like me, and I’ll be happy. Skinny,
I will like myself.
My heart knows why I run. I run fast enough, far
enough—to fly, morphing through a silver wind, a painted
prayer on the wings of falcons, sleeking back skull-feathers of
eagles, skimming mountaintops, chasing lightning, float
above it all, looking down, dancing in the eye of the tempest.
Self-empowered, unrestricted, and nothing else. Essentially
me.
To fly, I must run. And I do. For now I can run away,
not leaving the problem entirely behind, but reducing it to its
simplest terms, terms I can understand and resolve. Up here
is new perspective, looking down from a distance, I watch,
above it all.
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Watch me before I leaf
Carrie Schindele

Drips of rain push
me off balance and
I flap like a fresh, snapped
sheet. Bathing in the
sun, my proud,
curved chest reaches
toward the light. Slowly, I
let go with the other blazes,
riding the wind until
my quarter is up. Snowflakes
touch me, blind me,
covering my life
like dunes on a dead man’s eyes.
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a night
Virginia Reeves

Now a story to dry your eyes, child, just a story.
A night like any other, dawns with the setting sun,
climbs with the moon to perch in the sky, overlooking our
comings and goings. I make it a point to smile at the sky
whenever we cross paths—puts me on level ground.
The phone, crazy beast of man’s technology, awakens
me from a reverie of unfinished homework, half asleep at the
desk that has become a home, in white pajamas, with my hair
tied back, a state all my own. Boundaries are gone, yet no
one can come near. All is shattered.
Of course the trip to town, thirty miles away, is worth
it, of course. The drive is habit, the drive is necessary, cannot
be coined a nuisance, for reasons of disrespect. If I drove its
turns and bends and potholes, without a sense of surrounding,
of knowing where I am, of longing for the hidden trails just
out of sight, it would become a bother, and I would become a
creature of my culture. Neither of us desire such labels.
The driveway.
Have been here before, I feel, or maybe before that.
Steps are familiar, the house a product of memory, feelings of
old friends.
I do not knock, do not know why, just walk in. Never
done this before. Always knock, always, on every house that
has not been mine.
It is nice on entrance. Quite. Impressed with the first
step, the first fall of my foot onto new ground—am reminded
of a poem of sorts, we are always falling; we think we are
stepping with every rise of the foot, but truly we are falling
and catching ourselves, falling and catching ourselves. I fall
down the stairs to the basement floor.
The girls are not there. Run off to some dorm room.
Know the feeling; I know the dance, have lived it before. So
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it is he and I. Simple.
Drinks are poured. Ah, perfect drinks, right mixture
of substances. Sit at the table (this table is a miniature replica
of my table in ohio, exactly the same except smaller, same as
that table. Memories.) We sit.
Words leave me for the definition of right there.
Comfortable seems too common, but is all I can find. More
so though. More than comfortable. A kick off your shoes,
and put your feet on the table, and laugh with old buddies
kind of feeling. Again, like I’ve been here before.
And what can be said of perfection? How can it be
analyzed, brought to life with this mind searching for words,
searching for images, searching for life, a circle that is not
quite complete, not ever, because there is never the exact
word to capture the feeling. Feelings are not defined; our
language does not serve them justice, simply a ballpark
figure, take it as you will.
Talk, but not talk. Talk forever, it seems, but possibly
only one short night, and laugh and exchange, and reminisce
and laugh more. Spread out lives that only we can know, we,
each individually on our own, but with the backward notion
that maybe they could be recognized by the other.
To hold the perfect moment (man) in your arms, for a
time, before cut circulation reaches the brain and sets off the
signals, is to know where we’re heading, to have the hope that
maybe it won’t rain.. .that some things find their rest.
Attainable perfection, as close as we can get. The
chance to glimpse something beautiful, to leave, shaking your
head, saying, if we were never to meet again in our lives, I
shouldfeel that somehow the whole adventure of existence
was justified by my having met you. To mean it, know it. To
smile on your way out.
So dry your eyes, because we all hold something in us
that allows us to go on and give birth to memories such as
these.
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Moon Dogs
Becky Wiegand

Thick, pink glow of street
lights coat the city mist.
Lost in this valley
the moon dogs
lie as shepherds,
tempting the woman
along her trail
a carved ancient face.
Only Orion notices her,
paling all others,
turning his keen warrior’s eye.

Her companions hold near,
Exuberance and Innocence leashed,
the glittering prisms.
Daring the frost to love her,
cross her path,
tame them.
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Sleeping -with Aileen
Katie Laughlin

You used to climb into my bed at night,
snuggling beneath covers
Warm body, Tiny face.
Sleeping.

I watched you tumble about.
At times I’d tell myself
I do not care—but I’d gauge
your steps just the same.
Measuring each wobble.
I took you for your first day of preschool.
You held my leg, screaming with a passion
unsettling in one so young.
I walked away—thirty years-old headed
for fifth grade, Tripping over your
tears in the hallway.

Your voice brought me back.
Did you know it was strong enough
to do that? Pull me back to the door.
I should have gone in to get you.
Let your sobs wet my shoulder
I walked away
Soon you did not cry anymore.
You waved, and I waved back
You waved, and I watched for rain
You waved, and I was eleven again.
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Sometimes you still sleep with me
And though you are as old as
I was then, Though your legs kick
me to the floor
You are small again.
We fit. Sleeping.
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